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For many years, Aqua have offered anglers exceptional kit to assist 
them on their quest for big special carp. In this years catalogue we 
visit four iconic waters that have been producing these special 
moments for as long as we have been creating some of the most 
desirable products available.

Welcome to our 2018 catalogue. Simon kicks it off as he ventures south to a 56 acre water park that has captivated anglers 
imaginations ever since Mike Willmott’s expose’ within the pages of his bestselling book “Carp Life”. A late summer 
morning and Simon sets off on his journey past the towering diving board pausing briefly in the bus stop to take in the 
atmosphere, following in the footsteps of all those who have gone before him. 

Further North we find ourselves in rural Shropshire, an area steeped in carp fishing history. A venue well documented 
in publications lining carp angler’s shelves for decades - a venue affectionately known as the Swamp to all those lucky 
enough to fish the hallowed water. Andy travels through time recreating memories of bygone eras, pitting his wits against 
the wiliest of carp. Along the journey he has a chance encounter with whom he shares a brew as the history lesson 
unfolds.   

Back in the South, Jimmy opens the gates with a flying visit to the deep, rich and weedy waters of Horton Church Lake, 
once home to The Parrot, Shoulders, Dumpy and No Name -  a real pinnacle of UK carp venues. From the lodge, where if 
walls could talk it would tell some tales, to the banks trodden by so many high profile anglers who have each gone head 
to head against some of the finest carp in the country as they strive to make their mark in carp fishing folklore.  

Last but not least, Myles takes time out from his latest campaign to embark on a Wraysbury session, the area in question, 
the famous dredger bay. With the rusting bulk, a display of its industrial past and an iconic feature in the most challenging 
of waters.  A venue made famous for producing the British record “Mary”, while not forgetting well known residents such 
as Mallins, The Pug and more recently King Fungus.

As our journey through the iconic venues draws to an end we hope you enjoy the catalogue as much as we enjoyed producing it 
and we would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone involved and all those that made it possible.
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£629.99

£299.99

401300

401310

The ultimate in spacious comfort and the most feature packed 2 
man shelter available. Offering luxurious capacity with all the same 
superb features as our top selling M3, perfect for long sessions 
and trips to the Continent. There’s also an Aquatexx® extended 
wrap available separately to keep condensation to a minimum and 
comfort to a maximum as the seasons change.

The M3 Duo® Wrap features the same high grade Aquatexx® as used 
on the M3 Duo®. The wrap reduces condensation as the seasons 
change and also has front and rear vents to cool the bivvy as 
temperatures rise. A small porch area provides additional storage 
space to further increase comfort levels.

The ultimate indulgent bivvy and the largest M3 in our range

Long sessions, team work, overseas trips and prepared for all weather

M3 DUO® BIVVY

M3 DUO® WRAP

MATERIAL
Performance grade Aquatexx®
19mm Pre-formed aluminium frame 

MATERIAL
Performance grade Aquatexx®

FEATURES
• 3 rib design
• 3 break pole system
• Removable peak and infill
• Two-way zipped door
• Clear window included
• 4 Mozzi vents (3 front & 1 rear)
• Rod retaining straps (2 front & 2 rear)
• Heavy duty groundsheet included
• Frame support included
• Auger point pegs included
• Tension strap included
• Supplied in a heavy duty carry bag
• Extended wrap available separately

FEATURES
• Small porch area
• Two-way zipped door
• 4 Mozzi vents (3 front & 1 rear)
• Rod retaining straps (2 front & 2 rear)
• Clear window included
• Auger point pegs included
• Supplied in an Aquatexx® carry bag

WEIGHT
Bivvy: 8kg 
Full System: 15.2kg 

WEIGHT
5.1kg  

DIMENSIONS
Footprint: W 305cm x D 245cm
Height: 140cm 

From the original MK1 Armo to the current M3 and Duo, this range 
has gone from strength to strength, an industry benchmark and 
bankside veteran.
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£329.99 £269.99

401520 401501

This high grade Aquatexx® Super Wrap has panoramic front vents, 
a rear vent and extends your bivvy to give an extra 60cm (2ft) of 
ground space at the front. These Super Wraps also fit MK1, MK2 & 
M3 one man Armo’s. When the wrap is fitted it converts the 1 man 
Armo into a 2 man bivvy, it’s simply a case of rolling back the sides 
of the bivvy and securing with the tie backs, or in the case of the 
M3, removing the infill. 

Hugely popular Aquatexx® M3 Extended Wrap with mesh vents 
front and back for when the temperatures rocket and superior cover 
for when the temperature drops. Twin skinning your M3 will reduce 
condensation, darken and cool down the bivvy during the sunnier, 
warmer months plus the front and rear vents offer excellent air flow. 
The wrap gives optimum additional space meaning tighter swims 
are now more accessible for M3 users with wraps. 

Pair your benchmark M3 with a Super Wrap for supreme comfort This twin skin solution will see you through 365 days a year 
M3 SUPER WRAP M3 EXTENDED WRAP

MATERIAL
Performance grade Aquatexx® 
16mm Pre-formed aluminium frame 

MATERIAL
Performance grade Aquatexx® 

FEATURES
• Integral pole for added stability
• Large porch area
• Two-way zipped door
• 4 Mozzi vents (3 front & 1 rear)
• Rod retaining straps (2 front & 2 rear)
• Clear window included
• Auger point pegs included
• Supplied in a heavy duty carry bag
• Fits MK1, MK2 and M3 one man Armo’s

FEATURES
• Small porch area
• Two-way zipped door
• 4 Mozzi vents (3 front & 1 rear)
• Rod retaining straps (2 front & 2 rear)
• Clear window included
• Auger point pegs included
• Supplied in an Aquatexx® carry bag
• Fits MK2 and M3 one man Armo’s

WEIGHT
6kg 

WEIGHT
4.5kg 

401130

Save up to £100 on this all weather, one man system
M3 BIVVY + EXTENDED WRAP BUNDLE DEAL

£699.99

401120

Save up to £100 on this versatile, feature packed system
M3 BIVVY + SUPER WRAP BUNDLE DEAL

£759.99

£539.99

401100

This needs no introduction, our benchmark M3 bivvy features the 
unbeatable Aqua designed frame and highest grade Aquatexx®. 
This market leading bivvy system is supplied in a high quality, heavy 
duty carry bag complete with all the accessories required for any 
situation. A very versatile system with Super Wrap and Extended 
Wraps available separately or as bundle deals.

The benchmark, needs no introduction, our number one selling product
M3 BIVVY

MATERIAL
Performance grade Aquatexx® 
16mm Pre-formed aluminium frame 

FEATURES
• 3 rib design
• 2 break pole system
• Removable peak and infill
• Two-way zipped door
• Clear window included
• 4 Mozzi vents (3 front & 1 rear)
• Rod retaining straps (2 front & 2 rear)
• Heavy duty groundsheet included
• Frame support included
• Auger point pegs included
• Tension strap included
• Supplied in a heavy duty carry bag
• Extended Wrap and Super Wrap available separately

WEIGHT
Bivvy: 5.3kg 
Full System: 14.3kg 

DIMENSIONS
Footprint: W 275cm x D 225cm
Height: 135cm 
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£499.99

£289.99

401200

401201

Using the tried and tested 16mm rigid pre-formed and powder 
coated aluminium tube (introduced in 2000 on the original 
MK1) this bivvy bridges the gap nicely between a classic one 
man and a Fast & Light brolly offering a neat compact set up. The 
M3 Compact benefits from a unique and stable, twin rib design 
with a swim friendly footprint.

Performance grade Aquatexx® wrap featuring the same configuration 
of mesh vents that we use on the M3 Compact bivvy. The wrap has all 
the expected cold weather benefits, turning our compact bivvy into a 
twin skin shelter and also reducing condensation during the spring 
and autumn.  During the warmer months, the wrap will keep the 
living space darker and as cool as possible. The front and rear vent 
system creates a flow of fresh air and works perfectly with the bivvy’s 
matching system.

The popular compact bivvy with a swim friendly footprint

All year protection for your compact set up

M3 COMPACT

M3 COMPACT WRAP

MATERIAL
Performance grade Aquatexx® 
16mm Pre-formed aluminium frame 

MATERIAL
Performance grade Aquatexx® 

FEATURES
• Stable & compact 2 rib design
• 2 break pole system
• Removable peak and infill
• Two-way zipped door
• Clear window included
• 4 Mozzi vents (3 front & 1 rear)
• Rod retaining straps (2 front & 2 rear)
• Heavy duty groundsheet included
• Frame support included
• Auger point pegs included
• Tension strap included
• Supplied in a heavy duty carry bag
• Overwrap available separately

FEATURES
• Small porch area
• Two-way zipped door
• 4 Mozzi vents (3 front & 1 rear)
• Rod retaining straps (2 front & 2 rear)
• Clear window included
• Auger point pegs included
• Supplied in an Aquatexx® carry bag
• Fits M3 Compact and Carbon Compact

WEIGHT
Bivvy: 4.5kg 
Full System: 11.5kg 

WEIGHT
4.1kg  

DIMENSIONS
Footprint: W 245cm x D 198cm
Height: 124cm 

Compact without sacrifice. A feature packed, one man bivvy with a swim 
friendly footprint. Step inside the Compact and the space is deceptive.
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£59.99

£13.99 £15.99

£14.99

403703

403800 403801

403802

Hard wearing, compact groundsheet specifically designed for 
the Fast & Light brolly and uses the same brolly pegs to maintain 
position for full protection against mud and moisture.

Designed to make set up and pack down times even easier by utilising a quick fit mechanism. These 
Aqua Quick Sticks are finished in a matt black powder coating and feature twin locking nuts to prevent 
slippage. Both 32” and 48” Quick Sticks will add stability to the front of the brolly when bad weather 
is expected. If you use one of our brolly over wraps, adding front poles is essential and we recommend 
using the 32” version which will give more adjustability.

Complete your all weather Fast & Light brolly system 
FAST & LIGHT GROUNDSHEET

QUICK STICKS

24” QUICK STICK 48” QUICK STICK

32” QUICK STICK

MATERIAL
Hardwearing PVC

FEATURES
• Seamless design to reduce water ingress
• Branded rubber tag to indicate door positioning
• Fits all Fast & Light brollies
• Supplied in a lightweight sleeve

• Required for all Fast & Light brollies
• Extendable to 40”
• Sold individually

• Adds stability to Fast & Light brollies
• Extendable to 80”
• Sold individually

• Adds stability to Fast & Light brollies
• Required for Fast & Light over wraps
• Extendable to 60”
• Sold individually

WEIGHT
1.6kg 

£299.99

£149.99

£159.99

402112

402111

402113

Our space saving, high tensile steel frame offers extra head room 
but maintains a slender pack size. The 9th rib (a firm favourite with 
users) allows unhindered vistas and our 55” frame with redesigned 
wings gives an increased level of coverage. Black powder coated 
fittings and fixtures compliment the green Aquatexx®, giving you a 
great looking, high performing mobile shelter.

A solution for Fast & Light users to continue using the brolly all year 
round, in any weather. The over wrap twin skins the brolly helping 
to reduce condensation but is primarily designed to convert the 
Fast & Light into a full fronted shelter. In true mobile style this wrap 
is small enough to neatly stow away in your tackle should 
the weather conditions dictate.  

For camo lovers, this DPM over wrap offers the same features as 
the green version. Compact pack down size, keeping the weight of 
a full bivvy system to a minimum which is perfect for the type 
of anglers who love the mobility of using a Fast & Light brolly. 

The mobile anglers first choice, lightweight & compact

Lightweight, twin skin solution for your favourite brolly

The DPM camo option for your Fast & Light brolly

FAST & LIGHT MK2

FAST & LIGHT OVER WRAP

CAMO FAST & LIGHT OVER WRAP

MATERIAL
Performance grade Aquatexx® 
High tensile steel frame 
Machined aluminium bell cap
Powder coated alloy fittings

MATERIAL
Performance grade Aquatexx® 

MATERIAL
Performance grade Aquatexx® 

FEATURES
• Space saver frame
• 9th rib system
• Extended storm sides
• 2 Front rod retaining straps
• Auger point pegs included
• Supplied in a heavy duty carry bag
• Requires 24” Quick Sticks (sold separately)
• Over wraps available separately

FEATURES
• Compact pack down 
• Lightweight design
• Converts brolly into fully enclosed shelter
• Two-way zipped door
• 2 Front rod retaining straps
• Auger point pegs included
• Supplied in an Aquatexx® carry bag
• Compatible with all previous Fast & Light brollies
• Requires 32” Quick Sticks (sold separately)

FEATURES
• Compact pack down 
• Lightweight design
• Converts brolly into fully enclosed shelter
• Two-way zipped door
• 2 Front rod retaining straps
• Auger point pegs included
• Supplied in an Aquatexx® carry bag
• Compatible with all previous Fast & Light brollies
• Requires 32” Quick Sticks (sold separately)

WEIGHT
Brolly: 5.2kg 
Full System: 6.8kg 

WEIGHT
3kg (including pegs)

WEIGHT
3kg (including pegs)

DIMENSIONS
Footprint: W 248cm x D 185cm
Height: 135cm 
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£52.99

403305

The Fast & Light is the perfect shelter for the summer months but 
there’s nothing worse than your session being ruined by mosquitoes 
and other insects. This easy to fit mesh simply attaches to the bell 
cap on your Fast & Light brolly to keep you protected.

Summer solution for keeping those insects on the outside
FAST & LIGHT MOZZI MESH  NEW FOR 2018

MATERIAL
Woven polyester mesh

FEATURES
• Elasticated close fitting design
• Twin pegging points for variable brolly height
• Reinforced in key stress areas
• Zipped door panel
• Tie backs for open front
• Fits all previous Fast & Light brollies
• Supplied in a lightweight sleeve
• Supplied with 6 pegs

WEIGHT
0.9kg  

DIMENSIONS
Pack size: W 25cm x H 38cm x D 15cm 
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£24.99 £31.99

410134 403303

Robust and hard wearing bivvy mat suitable for keeping your living 
space clean or simply adding a thermal layer to the bivvy porch 
area in winter.

Replacing a worn set or simply upgrading, these twin shot 
ergonomically formed bivvy pegs feature soft rubber grips making 
inserting and extracting much easier. Supplied as a set of 12 with 
carry case.

Optimum sized bivvy mat for a cleaner living space Upgraded “Pro” peg set with Aqua branded colourway
NEOPRENE BIVVY MAT AQUA BLUE PEG SET NEW FOR 2018

MATERIAL
High quality neoprene
Hard wearing Nyplex base

MATERIAL
High strength steel
Robust polypropylene
Thermo plastic elastine rubber coating

FEATURES
• Hard wearing, heavy weight Nyplex base
• Warm and comfortable neoprene
• Eyelets for pegging if being used independently
• Supplied with a lightweight storage sleeve

FEATURES
• Aqua blue branded
• High strength steel auger point
• Set of 12 pegs
• Supplied in zipped carry caseDIMENSIONS

L 89cm x W 61cm PEG DIMENSIONS
L 20cm

£19.99

403304

Utilising the rear ribs of your brolly, this handy storage solution 
features 4 elasticated mesh pockets to keep your living space 
organised with essentials close to hand. 

Handy brolly organiser for your essential kit
BROLLY POCKET NEW FOR 2018

MATERIAL
Endura fabric
High quality elasticated mesh

FEATURES
• Multi point fixings
• Hard wearing mesh
• Large open weave to easily identify contents
• Large pocket suitable for clothing items
• Can be transported in situ, no need to pack away
• Fits all Fast & Light brollies

DIMENSIONS
H 63cm x W 61cm
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£44.99 £39.99 £34.99 £29.99

416030 416020 416015 416010

DIMENSIONS
• External: L 40cm x W 30cm x H 33cm
• Internal: L 38cm x W 28cm x H 31cm

DIMENSIONS
• External: L 40cm x W 30cm x H 25cm
• Internal: L 38cm x W 28cm x H 23cm

DIMENSIONS
• External: L 40cm x W 30cm x H 19cm
• Internal: L 38cm x W 28cm x H 17cm

DIMENSIONS
• External: L 40cm x W 30cm x H 13cm
• Internal: L 38cm x W 28cm x H 11cm

STAXX 30 LITRE STAXX 20 LITRE STAXX 15 LITRE STAXX 10 LITRE

Available in four capacities our new stackable storage boxes offer the perfect solution to keeping your tackle 
organised on the bank, in your vehicle or at home. For those who leave spare tackle in the car they act as the 
perfect boot organiser and on prolonged sessions these boxes are ideal for transporting bait tubs, bulky tackle, 
keeping delicate equipment secure or messy gear out of the way. For the angler who likes to keep everything 
neat and tidy in the shed or garage you have a perfect storage solution, organised and ready to grab and 
go. Based on a tried and tested military design. Constructed from heavy duty polypropylene means that not 
only are the boxes waterproof but will also help to eliminate unwanted attention from rodents. The reinforced 
structure is moulded to keep contents safe from bumps and knocks whilst in transit and the hinged lid features 
holes for padlocks if you need extra security. 

MATERIAL
Heavy duty polypropylene

COMPATIBILITY
Stackable design on all 4 sizes

FEATURES
• Heavy duty moulded construction
• Hinged lids
• Twin padlock points
• Waterproof

• Aqua branded
• Ideal for transporting heavy loads
• Perfect boot or boat tidy
* Contents not included

Breathable and waterproof Aquatexx® bedchair covers offer the ultimate comfort and 
protection from the elements and also add that important thermal layer. The poly cotton 
quilting has exceptional warmth to weight ratio with added durability and, unlike some 
materials, does not attract bank side debris. These covers also wash very well and are
less bulky than fleece. Available in DPM camo Aquatexx®.  

ATEXX BEDCHAIR COVERS

MATERIAL
Aquatexx® & Poly cotton

FEATURES
• Waterproof and breathable
• Quilted lining
• 4 adjustable bedchair fasteningsDIMENSIONS

L 200cm x W 85cm 

£69.99

£74.99

408210

408215

ATEXX BEDCHAIR COVER

ATEXX CAMO BEDCHAIR COVER

£19.99 £12.99

408220 408225

A luxury double sided pillow with two different finishes. This very comfortable 
bedchair accessory features a fleece side for those bitter winter nights and a 
poly cotton reverse for those warmer summer evenings. 

A full sized pillow case in our popular DPM camo Aquatexx®. Designed to fit 
standard sized pillows.

Luxury design for all season use Waterproof design for all season use
ATEXX PILLOW ATEXX CAMO PILLOW COVER

MATERIAL
Fleece & Poly cotton

MATERIAL
Aquatexx®

FEATURES
• Double sided all season design
• Removable cover for cleaning
• Aqua branding on both sides

FEATURES
• Double sided all season design
• Removable for cleaning
• Wipe clean surfaceDIMENSIONS

L 69cm x W 44cm x D 25cm 
DIMENSIONS
L 69cm x W 44cm 
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£139.99

404306

For 2018 we have upgraded our best selling rucksack with some features that  
no doubt make this version one of the most desirable rucksacks available.
The comfortable ergonomics remain unchanged, but the longer pocket now 
features a removable divider, plus elastic bankstick loops on the outside. The 
addition of an Aquatexx® pack away rain cover keeps your kit nice and dry 
on the bank and in transit, plus the sturdy moulded base has been changed 
to a zipped compartment offering even more storage options.   

Upgraded version of our best selling rucksack
BLACK SERIES DELUXE ROVING RUCKSACK NEW FOR 2018

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

DIMENSIONS
H 58cm x D 30cm x W 49cm

FEATURES
• Straps in base for unhooking mat or Atom®
• Invertible ridged table
• Moulded EVA base with zipped compartment
• Aquatexx® pack away rain cover
• Bankstick loops on long pocket
• Padded divider in long pocket
• #10 zips throughout
• Slim design for comfortable carrying
• Works well on a barrow as all straps are on the top
• Low profile to slide under a bed chair
• Twin haul loops
• 3-point harness
• 3 External pockets
• 2 Internal mesh pockets
• 1 Zipped internal pocket
• 2 Removable security pouches

* Contents not included

COMPATIBILITY
• Roving Cool Bag  
• Roving Rig Wallet
• Roving Buzz Bar Bag  
• Roving Gadget Bag
• Deluxe Scales Pouch
• Roving 2 Pot Glug Bag
• Large Bitz Bags
• Small Bitz Bags
• Brew Kit Bag
• Standard Cool Bag 

This deluxe model now features a solid EVA
zipped base for extra storage of buzz bars, spare 
clothing or Black Series roving luggage items

Long side pocket is now fitted with
elastic loop bank stick straps 

Supplied with a packaway 
Aquatexx® full rain cover

Compatible with all previous Black Series 
roving luggage accessories

Invertible ridged and removable table

Long side pocket has been upgraded
with removable and padded divider.
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£134.99
£94.99

£94.99

£79.99

£99.99

£45.99

404304
404102

404305

404103

404303

404911

Large capacity, free-standing rucksack with a multitude of external pockets, 
compatible with a number of Black Series luggage items allowing you to 
customise your style of angling. The weather flap gives rain protection 
and covers the easy to access main compartment, perfect for larger bulky 
items such as spare clothing and bed chair covers. The ergonomic moulded 
neoprene back allows you to carry this rucksack in comfort and safety.

A spacious, padded and lined carryall designed to be used in conjunction 
with your barrow. Providing a solid work station, it boasts a reinforced base, 
padded and lined pockets, twin mesh inner pockets, a stiffened lid and 
comfortable carry strap. Perfect for the longer stay session angler or those 
who take more tackle to the bank.

A compact version of our Large Black Series Rucksack. This smaller version 
is ideally suited to the mobile angler and those who like the freedom of a 
rucksack but don’t take the kitchen sink. Fully featured and modular, this 
rucksack can be tailored to suit your requirements utilising many items 
from the Black Series range.

If you like to travel light and take only the essentials then this carryall will 
suit. As with our Black Series Barrow Bag, this one is padded, lined and has 
a reinforced waterproof base. Continuing with the modular theme the front 
pocket will house our Black Series Buzz Bar Bag or Rig Wallet and the 4 
external pockets have been sized to fit the Black Series Large Bitz Bags.

Feature packed, sturdy and well thought out rucksack makes swim hopping an 
easy task. Multiple internal pockets, large central divider with built in rig table 
and a hard wearing, rigid EVA base offers excellent protection from gravel and 
muddy banks. The 3-point harness system is comfortable to carry and the slim 
profile keeps the centre of gravity close to the body. 

Designed with a comfortable shoulder strap and slim profile which keeps the 
bag close to your body and avoids those snags and branches when creeping 
around the bankside. The front compartment is foil lined and will accept up to 
2kg of bait or a generous amount of food and drink.

The largest, most modular rucksack in our range
Huge capacity work station covers all your luggage requirements

The optimum capacity, compact modular rucksack

Compact work station with full modular capacity

Our best selling rucksack, feature packed and versatile

Perfect satchel style stalking bag

BLACK SERIES LARGE RUCKSACK BLACK SERIES BARROW BAG

BLACK SERIES SMALL RUCKSACK
BLACK SERIES SMALL CARRYALL

BLACK SERIES ROVING RUCKSACK

BLACK SERIES STALKING BAG

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric MATERIAL

Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

DIMENSIONS
H 68cm x D 36cm x W 47cm DIMENSIONS

H 31cm x D 39cm x W 73cm

DIMENSIONS
H 60cm x D 36cm x W 48cm

DIMENSIONS
H 31cm x D 38cm x W 58cm

DIMENSIONS
H 55cm x D 23cm x W 45cm

DIMENSIONS
H 26cm x D 20cm x W 42cm

FEATURES
• 6 External, deep-zipping, padded & lined pockets
• Large load capacity (90 litres plus)
• Large main compartment
• Weather flap with internal mesh pocket
• #10 zips throughout
• Reinforced Nyplex base with additional straps
• Ergonomic moulded neoprene back system
• 3 Heavy duty grab handles

* Contents not included

FEATURES
• 4 External deep, zipped, padded & lined pockets
• #10 zips throughout
• Comfortable, moulded, neoprene shoulder strap
• Reinforced base
• Solid lid designed to be used as a table
• Multiple configurations with the Black Series range

* Contents not included

FEATURES
• 7 External, deep-zipping, padded & lined pockets
• Medium load capacity (50 litres plus)
• Large main compartment
• Weather flap with internal mesh pocket
• #10 zips throughout
• Reinforced Nyplex base with additional straps
• Ergonomic moulded neoprene back system
• Extended webbing straps to accommodate mats/
   bivvy at the base
• 3 Heavy duty grab handles

* Contents not included

FEATURES
• 5 External deep, zipped, padded & lined pockets
• #10 zips throughout
• Comfortable, moulded, neoprene shoulder strap
• Reinforced base
• Solid lid designed to be used as a table
• Multiple configurations with the Black Series range

* Contents not included

FEATURES
• Straps in base for mat or Atom®
• Invertible ridged table
• Moulded EVA base
• #10 zips throughout
• Slim design for comfortable carrying
• Works well on a barrow as all straps are on the top
• Low profile to slide under a bed chair
• Twin haul loops
• 3-point harness
• 3 External pockets
• 2 Internal mesh pockets
• 1 Zipped internal pocket
• 2 Removable security pouches

* Contents not included

FEATURES
• 1 Main compartment
• 1 Foil lined compartment
• 1 Rear zipped pocket
• 2 Front pockets under rain flap
• #10 zips throughout
• Comfortable shoulder strap

* Contents not included

COMPATIBILITY
• Standard Cool Bag 
• Session Cool Bag
• Brew Kit Bag 
• Buzz Bar Bag 
• Rig Wallet
• Bank Stick Roll 
• Large Bitz Bags
• Medium Bitz Bags

COMPATIBILITY
• Standard Cool Bag 
• Session Cool Bag
• Brew Kit Bag 
• Buzz Bar Bag 
• Rig Wallet
• Large Bitz Bags
• Medium Bitz Bags

COMPATIBILITY
• Standard Cool Bag 
• Roving Buzz Bar Bag 
• Roving Rig Wallet
• 2 Pot Glug Bag 
• Large Bitz Bags
• Small Bitz Bags

COMPATIBILITY
• Large Bitz Bags 
• Buzz Bar Bag 
• Rig Wallet 
• Standard Cool Bag

COMPATIBILITY
• Roving Cool Bag  
• Roving Rig Wallet
• Roving Buzz Bar Bag  
• Roving Gadget Bag
• Deluxe Scales Pouch
• Roving 2 Pot Glug Bag

COMPATIBILITY
• Rig Wallet
• Buzz Bar Bag  
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£37.99

£25.99

404915

404908

Fitting comfortably into several Black Series luggage items, this rig wallet features a well thought out, high density 
foam rig board with intermediate securing bars for varying rig lengths. High quality, zipped clear sleeves, a central 
divider for hooks and swivels and a mesh pocket for braids and hook link materials.

This well padded buzz bar bag has a stiffened central divider to separate front 
and back buzz bars with Velcro securing loops,  4 dedicated bank stick holders 
and internal mesh pockets to house accessories.

Perfect main terminal tackle box for the Black Series carryalls and rucksacks

Full protection for your delicate bite alarm and indicator set up

BLACK SERIES RIG WALLET

BLACK SERIES BUZZ BAR BAG

£18.99 £29.99

£13.99

£17.99 £19.99

£29.99

£16.99 £15.99

404914 404919

404921

404913 404918

404920

404912 404922

A large, padded and soft-lined accessory pouch with 
dividers and clear, zipped compartment, useful for bait 
tools or keeping licences and day tickets dry. 

Can be used as a stand-alone compact tackle box or as 
additional storage for rigs and terminal tackle using the 
rig board, central divider and multiple clear wallets.

A small bag purposely designed to house 2 standard 
pop up tubs and a small selection of baiting tools but 
also ideal as a lead pouch or small bitz bag.

A medium, padded and soft-lined accessory pouch with 
a clear, zipped compartment and longer profile. 

Safe home for 2 or 3 rod buzz bar set ups. Designed to 
fit neatly in the Roving and Small Rucksack with inner 
sections for indicators, batteries etc.

Safe storage for the expensive gadgets we take to the 
bank. Perfect for tablets, power packs or DSLR camera 
with soft micro fleece lining and removable dividers.

A small, padded and soft-lined accessory pouch with a 
clear and zipped compartment. Perfect to house smaller 
items like compact cameras or pop up tubs.

Dedicated pouch for dial type scales. Fully padded and 
lined to protect your scales with handy internal loops for 
forceps, tools and fish care products.

Perfect as your main terminal tackle box A compact rig wallet and main terminal tackle storage

A compact and versatile bitz bag

Ideal for spods, marker floats and spare spools Full protection for your compact indicator set up

Protection for your delicate digital essentials

Ideal for stalking bits, leads and floater kit Protection for delicate scales and fish care products
BLACK SERIES LARGE BITZ BAG BLACK SERIES ROVING RIG WALLET

BLACK SERIES 2 POT GLUG BAG

BLACK SERIES MEDIUM BITZ BAG BLACK SERIES ROVING BUZZ BAR BAG

BLACK SERIES ROVING GADGET BAG

BLACK SERIES SMALL BITZ BAG BLACK SERIES DELUXE SCALES POUCH

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

FEATURES
• Lay flat handle
• #10 main zip
• Clear zipped compartment
• Soft internal lining
• 2 Removable dividers

FEATURES
• Multiple clear plastic wallets
• 8” Foam rig board
• Large mesh pocket
• Multiple sleeve pockets
• #10 main zip
• High quality inner zip

FEATURES
• Lay flat handle
• #10 main zip
• Clear zipped compartment
• Soft internal lining

FEATURES
• Lay flat handle
• #10 main zip
• Clear zipped compartment
• Soft internal lining
• Long profile

FEATURES
• Takes buzz bars up to 8”
• Padded and lined
• Large mesh pocket
• #10 main zip
• High quality inner zip

FEATURES
• Lay flat handle
• #10 main zip
• Clear zipped compartment
• Soft internal lining
• Removable dividers

FEATURES
• Lay flat handle
• #10 main zip
• Clear zipped compartment
• Soft internal lining
• Square profile

FEATURES
• Fits most modern dial scales
• Padded and lined
• #10 main zipDIMENSIONS

H 9cm x D 16cm x W 26cm DIMENSIONS
H 19cm x D 6cm x W 29cm 

DIMENSIONS
H 10cm x D 9cm x W 17cm 

DIMENSIONS
H 10cm x D 12cm x W 26cm DIMENSIONS

H 19cm x D 6cm x W 29cm 

DIMENSIONS
H 21cm x D 14cm x W 22cm 

DIMENSIONS
H 10cm x D 17cm x W 17cm DIMENSIONS

H 19cm x D 6cm x W 29cm 

COMPATIBILITY
• Barrow Bag  • Small Carryall • Small Rucksack • Deluxe Roving Rucksack COMPATIBILITY

• Roving Rucksack  • Deluxe Roving Rucksack • Small Rucksack 
COMPATIBILITY
• Roving Rucksack  • Deluxe Roving Rucksack • Small Rucksack 

COMPATIBILITY
• Roving Rucksack  • Deluxe Roving Rucksack • Small Rucksack 

COMPATIBILITY
• Small Rucksack 

COMPATIBILITY
• Barrow Bag  • Large Rucksack 

COMPATIBILITY
• Roving Rucksack • Deluxe Roving Rucksack 

COMPATIBILITY
• Small Rucksack • Deluxe Roving Rucksack 

* Contents not included

* Contents not included * Contents not included

* Contents not included

* Contents not included * Contents not included

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

FEATURES
• #10 main zip
• 8 Clear zipped sleeves
• High density foam rig board
• Central divider with 8 pockets

COMPATIBILITY
• Barrow Bag  
• Small Carryall  
• Large Rucksack  
• Stalking Bag

FEATURES
• #10 main zip
• Suitable for 2 & 3 rod buzz bars
• Internal bank stick holders
• Mesh pockets for indicators, batteries & receivers

COMPATIBILITY
• Barrow Bag  
• Small Carryall  
• Large Rucksack  
• Stalking Bag

DIMENSIONS
W 39cm x D 24cm x H 7cm 

DIMENSIONS
W 39cm x D 24cm x H 7cm 

* Contents not included

* Contents not included * Contents not included

Roving Rig Wallet, Roving Buzz Bar Bag and Deluxe Scales 
Pouch all share the same dimensions and fit neatly in the 
main compartment of the Roving Rucksack.

Made from our performance grade Aquatexx® and lined with a padded quilting these 
pouches will protect your buzzers from bumps and knocks in transit. The neat cord 
lock fastens just below the alarm to keep them in place whilst on the move and the 
Aquatexx® fabric ensures that moisture is kept at bay. 

AQUATEXX® ALARM POUCHES

MATERIAL
Aquatexx®

FEATURES
• Quilted for added protection
• High quality cord-lock fasteners
• Supplied as a set of 3DIMENSIONS

H 11cm x W 5cm x D 5cm 

£19.99 £24.99

410129 410207

ALARM POUCH SET OF 3 CAMO ALARM POUCH SET OF 3

* Contents not included
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£46.99

404603

Used alone or as the base for your modular cool bag system, this bag 
features a hard wearing, foil lining for durability and close cell foam for 
superior insulation. For longer sessions or heavy bait users the bag has 
a large capacity to hold around 10 kilos of boilies and the sizing of our 
popular cool bag range allows several configurations to be used. Great 
if you want to keep bait, food and tackle separate.

The perfect base unit for your modular cool bag requirements
BLACK SERIES MODULAR COOL BAG

£29.99 £21.99 £25.99

404605 404604 404606

Use as a stand alone cool bag or part of a complete 
modular bait and food solution. The perfect size for a 
few kilos of bait, tins of particle and hook bait tubs.

Slim profile and top handle makes it easy to slide in and 
out of luggage. Holds around 2 kilos of boilies, hook 
bait pots or food and drink for a shorter session.

Designed to accommodate a pan set, mugs and brew kit 
but also a great bit of kit for storing hook bait tubs, PVA
or food and drink.

Perfect size cool bag for medium to long sessions A very versatile, slim profile cool bag Ideal for brew kits, bait and food storage
BLACK SERIES SESSION COOL BAG BLACK SERIES STANDARD COOL BAG BLACK SERIES BREW KIT BAG

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

FEATURES
• Lay flat handle
• #10 main zip
• Foil lined compartment
• Close cell foam insulation
• Wipe clean lining

FEATURES
• Lay flat handle
• #10 main zip
• Foil lined compartment
• Close cell foam insulation
• Wipe clean lining

FEATURES
• Lay flat handle
• #10 main zip
• Foil lined compartment
• Close cell foam insulation
• Wipe clean lining

DIMENSIONS
H 25cm x D 25cm x W 25cm 

DIMENSIONS
H 25cm x D 11cm x W 24cm 

DIMENSIONS
H 13cm x D 25cm x W 25cm 

COMPATIBILITY
• Modular Cool Bag  • Barrow Bag  • Large Rucksack 

COMPATIBILITY
• Modular Cool Bag  • Barrow Bag  • Large Rucksack • Deluxe Roving Rucksack 

COMPATIBILITY
• Modular Cool Bag  • Barrow Bag  • Large Rucksack • Deluxe Roving Rucksack 

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

FEATURES
• Padded shoulder strap
• Comfortable carry handles
• #10 main zip
• Foil lined compartment
• Close cell foam insulation
• Wipe clean lining

DIMENSIONS
W 42cm x D 30cm x H 27cm 

COMPATIBILITY
• Session Cool Bag  • Standard Cool Bag  • Brew Kit Bag

2 Brew Kit Bags + 
1 Standard Cool Bag

3 Standard 
Cool Bags

For extended sessions you need bait to stay fresh and if your baiting 
method is a throwing stick then your boilies need to be hard enough 
to withstand the force. In order to dry them out effectively, a good 
quality air-dry bag is needed, and having a suitable sized air-dry bag 
will also help.

Aqua air-dry bags are robust and very well constructed using excellent 
quality, cross weave mesh. The standard sized air-dry bags will hold 
around 4 kilos of boilies and are available in green and camo. Our XL 
version will hold over 5 kilos of boilies. A quality zipped top ensures 
easy access and 30mm webbing handles give that important secure 
anchor point.

FEATURES

• Cross weave knitted mesh for strength  • Wide 30mm webbing  • #10 Zips

AQUA PRODUCTS AIR-DRY BAGS

1 Session Cool Bag + 
1 Standard Cool Bag

£25.99

£16.99 £12.99 £14.99

£45.99

404608

410126 410119 410121

404607

A dedicated cool bag designed to be housed in the lower section of our Roving 
Rucksack. This compact size cool bag with hard wearing, bronze foil lining will 
accommodate approximately 4kg of boilies.

DIMENSIONS
H 55cm x W 50cm 

DIMENSIONS
H 43cm x W 43cm 

DIMENSIONS
H 43cm x W 43cm 

Cool bags work at their best when full so our deluxe version has been designed 
at the perfect size for 2-3 days on the bank. This Deluxe Cool Bag has double 
insulation as well as improved baffles around the zip areas offering superior 
performance for bait and food storage.

Bait and food storage designed specifically for the Roving Rucksack

Holds over 5kg of boilies Holds over 4kg of boilies Holds over 4kg of boilies

Optimum session sized cool bag with superior insulation
BLACK SERIES ROVING COOL BAG

AIR-DRY BAG XL AIR-DRY BAG CAMO AIR-DRY BAG

BLACK SERIES DELUXE COOL BAG

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

FEATURES
• Lay flat handle
• #10 main zip
• Foil lined compartment
• Close cell foam insulation
• Wipe clean lining

FEATURES
• Padded shoulder strap
• Comfortable carry handles
• #10 main zip
• Double insulation
• Optimum size for session anglers
• Zip baffles reduce heat ingress
• Wipe clean lining

DIMENSIONS
H 23cm x D 28cm x W 18cm 

DIMENSIONS
H 26cm x D 26cm x W 36cm 

COMPATIBILITY
• Roving Rucksack  • Deluxe Roving Rucksack  

* Contents not included * Contents not included

* Contents not included

£32.99 £9.99

410125 404916

This handy tray features a polystyrene bead base so it can level on the lap and the 
raised edges of the EVA hard top ensure that smaller terminal items do not roll off. 
The tray can also be used at meal times making bivvy life a little more civilised. 

Gas canister’s freezing up in winter lead to prolonged 
burn times and poor efficiency. Our neoprene gas 
pouch insulates your canister and is suited to the larger 
450gm sizes.   

A sturdy platform designed for tying rigs comfortably on the bank Neoprene pouch for optimum gas efficiency
BLACK SERIES RIG TYING TRAY BLACK SERIES GAS POUCH

FEATURES
• EVA moulded hard top
• Raised edges
• Polystyrene beaded cushion

FEATURES
• Constructed using high quality neoprene
• #10 zip
• Improved gas efficiency
• Fits 450gm gas canistersDIMENSIONS

W 42cm x D 30cm x H 10cm DIMENSIONS
W 12cm x D 12cm x H 15cm 

*Rig bits not included
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£109.99 £109.99£99.99 £114.99

404812 404814404811 404813

The popularity of 13ft casting tools has increased over 
the years, so this Tristar configuration offers maximum 
protection for expensive distance rods.

This fully enclosed rod holdall offers excellent protection for up to 5 fully made up rods. 
The large reel recesses are stiffened and padded to maintain shape and stability around 
key areas and provide a snug fit for your reels. Multiple straps ensure everything stays in 
place in transit, perfect for longer trips where rod protection is vital. 

This rod sleeve is ideal for anglers who prefer full rod 
protection over quiver systems and offers a compact, 
streamlined holdall solution for 3 x 12ft rods made up.

A 3 rod, spod and marker set up is common practice for 
many carpers so this 5 rod sleeve will be perfect and 
offers all the same design features as our 3 rod versions.

Ultimate protection for expensive distance rods Extreme protection for a full set upUltimate protection for conventional 12ft rods Popular configuration for 3 rods, plus spod and marker
TRISTAR 3 ROD - 13ft BLACK SERIES FULL ROD HOLDALLTRISTAR 3 ROD - 12ft TRISTAR 5 ROD - 12ft

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

FEATURES
• 3 Rod capacity
• #10 Zips throughout
• Well padded and lined
• Fold flat handles
• Adjustable, padded shoulder strap
• Bankstick pocket
• Landing net pocket

FEATURES
• 5 Rod capacity
• #10 Zips throughout
• Well padded and lined
• Fold flat handles
• Adjustable, padded shoulder strap
• 2 Zipped front pockets

FEATURES
• 3 Rod capacity
• #10 Zips throughout
• Well padded and lined
• Fold flat handles
• Adjustable, padded shoulder strap
• Bank stick pocket
• Landing net pocket

FEATURES
• 5 Rod capacity
• #10 Zips throughout
• Well padded and lined
• Fold flat handles
• Adjustable, padded shoulder strap
• Bankstick pocket
• Landing net pocket

DIMENSIONS
H 210cm x W 45cm x D 12cm 

DIMENSIONS
H 200cm x W 30cm x D 25cm 

DIMENSIONS
H 195cm x W 45cm x D 12cm 

DIMENSIONS
H 200cm x W 50cm x D 17cm 

COMPATIBILITY
• 13ft and 12ft 6” rods
• 50mm Butt rings
• Big pit reels

COMPATIBILITY
• 12ft Rods or smaller
• 50mm Butt rings
• Big pit reels

COMPATIBILITY
• 12ft Rods or smaller
• 50mm Butt rings
• Big pit reels

COMPATIBILITY
• 12ft Rods or smaller
• 50mm Butt rings
• Big pit reels
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£46.99 £42.99£42.99 £22.99

404806 404808404805 404807

With capacity for 5 rods, reels and a large shelter, the 
RS5 is suited to the common 3 rod, spod and marker 
set ups. Heavy shelters can cause stress on quivers so 
our Nyplex reinforced base is durable and robust.

Our Roving Quiver has a full length #10 zip along the main compartment which makes 
packing and unloading shelters much easier than the more common top opening quivers. 
The improved round profile makes light work of stowing your gear and more comfortable 
when carrying. Perfect for the mobile angler.

Very popular 4 rod quiver with Nyplex reinforced base. 
For anglers choosing to use 2 fishing rods plus a spod 
and marker, this quiver is the optimum size.

Simple to use top sleeve, padded and lined and features 
a zip at the rear. The top sleeve streamlines the rods and 
prevents any unwanted tangles with the usual bankside 
snags during transit.

Perfect quiver for 3 rods, plus spod and marker Perfect quiver for the mobile anglerPopular quiver for 2 rods, plus spod & marker Streamlined additional protection for your RS4 Quiver
RS5 QUIVER BLACK SERIES ROVING QUIVERRS4 QUIVER RS QUIVER TOP SLEEVE

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

FEATURES
• 5 Rod capacity
• Reinforced Nyplex base
• Large main compartment
• Adjustable top rod strap
• Lay flat handles
• Adjustable, padded shoulder strap
• Quick Stick / weigh sling pocket

FEATURES
• 4 Rod capacity
• Reinforced Nyplex base
• Full length zipped main compartment
• Round profile
• Adjustable top rod strap
• Lay flat handles
• Adjustable, padded shoulder strap
• Heavy duty carry handle
• Bank stick and Quick Stick pocket
• Landing net pole pocket

FEATURES
• 4 Rod capacity
• Reinforced Nyplex base
• Large main compartment
• Adjustable top rod strap
• Lay flat handles
• Adjustable, padded shoulder strap
• Quick Stick / weigh sling pocket

FEATURES
• Perfect for RS4 Quiver
• #10 Zip
• Well padded and linedDIMENSIONS

H 122cm x W 39cm 
DIMENSIONS
H 115cm x W 17cm  

DIMENSIONS
H 122cm x W 32cm 

DIMENSIONS
H 118cm x W 36cm 

COMPATIBILITY
• Lightweight Sleeves
• Individual Sleeves
• Full Rod Sleeves
• Tip & Butt Protectors

COMPATIBILITY
• Lightweight sleeves
• Individual sleeves
• Tip & butt protectors

COMPATIBILITY
• Lightweight Sleeves
• Individual Sleeves
• Full Rod Sleeves
• RS Quiver Top Sleeve
• Tip & Butt Protectors

COMPATIBILITY
• RS4 Quiver
• Lightweight sleeves
• Tip & butt protectors

Aqua Products no nonsense RS Quivers are based on our original concept with a main compartment to house a shelter 
and front loading pocket, perfect for weigh slings or bank sticks.  Our tried and tested Nyplex reinforced base makes these 
quivers durable and robust. Many quiver users add tip protectors to cover their rods but if you need more protection then 
our simple to use RS Top Sleeve is padded, lined and streamlines the rods to prevent any unwanted tangles with the usual 
bankside snags during transit. Alternatively our RS Quivers are compatible with our three quarter length Individual Rod 
Sleeves, Full Rod Sleeves and also our Aquatexx® Lightweight Rod Sleeves.

* Contents not included

* Contents not included
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£19.99£24.99 £27.99

404809404810 404815

Popular ¾ length sleeves simply slide over the rod and 
reel for extra protection and ease of use. Designed with 
no zips to tangle in lines and a simple draw cord and 
clip together system for easy assembly. 

Contoured rod sleeves, with upgraded padding for 
extended protection, clip together system for secure 
transit and embroidered detail for quick rod length 
identification. 

With distance casting becoming more popular, you can 
rest assured your casting tools are well looked after. 
Exactly the same specification of our 12ft version.

Versatile and simple to use padded sleevesFull protection for conventional 12ft rods Full protection for 13ft distance rods
INDIVIDUAL ROD SLEEVEFULL ROD SLEEVE 12ft FULL ROD SLEEVE 13ft

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

FEATURES
• ¾ length design
• Well padded and lined
• Draw cord closure
• Clip together system
• Compatible with multiple rod lengths
• Compatible with 50mm butt rings
• Compatible with big pit reels

FEATURES
• #10 Zip
• Well padded and lined
• Clip together system
• Compatible with 50mm butt rings
• Compatible with big pit reels
• Embroidered rod length I.D

FEATURES
• #10 Zip
• Well padded and lined
• Clip together system
• Compatible with 50mm butt rings 
• Compatible with big pit reels
• Embroidered rod length I.D

DIMENSIONS
H 165cm x W 25cm 

DIMENSIONS
H 200cm x W 23cm 

DIMENSIONS
H 215cm x W 23cm 

COMPATIBILITY
• RS4 Quiver
• RS5 Quiver
• Roving Quiver
• Tip & butt protectors
• 12ft, 12ft 6” and 13ft rods

COMPATIBILITY
• RS4 Quiver
• RS5 Quiver
• Tip & butt protectors

COMPATIBILITY
• RS4 Quiver
• RS5 Quiver
• Tip & butt protectors
• 13ft and 12ft 6” rods

£15.99 £14.99

£10.99

410128 410123

410127

High quality neoprene reel jacket for big pit reels offer 
protection from knocks and scrapes in transit. The 
pouch design links together with side release clips 
preventing swing with a small internal pouch to house 
a lead when using lead clips.

With all the same unique features and specification 
as our larger version, this standard jacket is suited to 
smaller and medium sized reels.

Our Neoprene Tip & Butt Protectors offer the optimum 
protection to spigots and tip rings when in transit. 
Simple strap fitting and very effective, these are 
ideal for use with our Roving Quiver and RS Quivers.

Clever pouch design for big pits and large reels Clever pouch design for small & medium reels

Simple and effective protection for delicate rod sections

NEOPRENE REEL JACKET LARGE NEOPRENE REEL JACKET STANDARD

NEOPRENE TIP & BUTT PROTECTORS

MATERIAL
High quality neoprene

MATERIAL
High quality neoprene

MATERIAL
High quality neoprene

FEATURES
• Simple wrap around fitting
• Velcro fastening
• Clip together design
• Internal lead pouch

FEATURES
• Simple wrap around fitting
• Velcro fastening
• Clip together design
• Internal lead pouch

FEATURES
• Simple wrap around fitting
• Velcro fastening
• Supplied as a pair (tip & butt)

DIMENSIONS
W 19cm x H 14cm x D 10cm 

DIMENSIONS
W 17cm x H 12cm x D 8cm 

DIMENSIONS
Tip: H 20cm x W 3cm 
Butt: H 20cm x W 5cm

COMPATIBILITY
• Big pit reels

COMPATIBILITY
• Small to medium reels

£12.99

£4.99

410124

410122

Due to their size, 50mm butt rings can easily get 
knocked and damage occurs to the glass ring linings. 
These simple and effective soft neoprene covers greatly 
reduce the chance of damage. 

Neoprene rod straps enable the blanks of a rod to be 
bound together safely during transit. A simple, light 
weight design that’s kind to your rods.  

Simple and effective protection for delicate rod rings

Simple and effective rod blank bindings

50MM ROD RING PROTECTORS

NEOPRENE ROD STRAPS

MATERIAL
High quality neoprene

MATERIAL
High quality neoprene

FEATURES
• Simple slide on fitting
• Draw cord fastening
• Supplied as a pack of 3

FEATURES
• Simple wrap around fitting
• Velcro fastening
• Supplied as a pair

DIMENSIONS
H 6.5cm x W 5cm

DIMENSIONS
Top: L 18cm x W 6cm 
Bottom:  L 18cm x W 4cm 

* Butt protector not included £14.99

£16.99

404816

404820

Designed to keep weight to a minimum our unlined 
and unpadded Aquatexx® rod sleeves give waterproof 
coverage with no bulk. The ¾ length design with draw 
cord fitting secures neatly below the reels.

Simple, no bulk protection for rods and reels

Same specification as the green version...in DPM

LIGHTWEIGHT ROD SLEEVE

CAMO LIGHTWEIGHT ROD SLEEVE

MATERIAL
Aquatexx®

FEATURES
• ¾ length design
• Draw cord closure
• Clip together system
• Compatible with multiple rod lengths
• Compatible with 50mm butt rings
• Compatible with big pit reels

DIMENSIONS
H 158cm x W 24cm 

COMPATIBILITY
• RS4 Quiver
• RS5 Quiver
• Roving Quiver
• Tip & Butt Protectors
• 12ft, 12ft 6” and 13ft rods
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£84.99

£69.99

£44.99

£79.99

£99.99

£79.99

412226

412200

410133

412227

412202

412225

Taking the best bits from our extremely popular and time served Combi Mat 
and blended with the latest features. This XL Unhooking Mat features a deep 
dual layered foam base, fish friendly PVC and finished with an Aquatexx® retaining 
cover. Keeping fish safety to an optimum this mat has 4 handles, an important 
design feature which allows 2 anglers to carry a larger fish.

A tried and tested design that allows you to unhook, weigh and safely return your 
catch. To ensure your quarry is safe on the bank, only high quality inner materials 
and fish-friendly fabrics have been used. The reliable and quick drying outer with 
baffled zips will serve you well for years of use. 

The complete solution for storing and transporting your fish care kit. This purpose 
designed bag houses our popular Combi Mat in the main twin zipped compartment 
and rear straps for your weigh sling. The three front pockets are perfect for your 
important fish care kit to be carried all in one location. Two of the front pockets are 
compatible with our deluxe scales pouch and the quick dry, side mesh pocket is 
perfect for wet fish sacks.

With the popularity of our XL Unhooking Mat we now offer all the same features in 
a more compact size. Deep dual layered foam base, fish friendly PVC and finished 
with an Aquatexx® retaining cover, 4 heavy duty carry handles plus handy clips to 
pack down in transit.

This combination cradle offers a multitude of practical, fish safe solutions. The cradle 
can be used combined or as a stand alone mat. The 2 part construction offers a unique 
pack size. The main body stows inside the mat for transportation and with minimal 
assembly, a fully walled cradle is deployed. Should an opportunity for stalking arise, 
the mat can be removed and used independently.

Like our green Combi Mat, only high quality inner materials and fish-friendly fabrics 
have been used on this DPM camo version. Ultra reliable and quick drying design 
with full zipped fish retaining flap and supplied with carry sleeve and stalking strap.

The best possible protection for the largest of carp

Tried and tested design with superior construction

Versatile carry case designed for a full fish care solution

All the same features as our XL mat, in a compact size

Fold flat cradle design for ultimate protection and versatility 

Very popular DPM version of our best selling unhooking mat

XL UNHOOKING MAT

COMBI MAT

BLACK SERIES COMBI MAT BAG NEW

DELUXE UNHOOKING MAT NEW FOR 2018

COMBI CRADLE NEW FOR 2018

CAMO COMBI MAT

MATERIAL
Aquatexx® and PVC

MATERIAL
Duratexx and PVC

MATERIAL
Endura Fabric

MATERIAL
DPM Aquatexx® and PVC

MATERIAL
Aquatexx® and PVC

MATERIAL
Polyester and PVC

FEATURES
• 4 Carry handles
• Pack down clips
• Deep 2-layer foam construction
• Hard wearing base fabric
• 4 Pegging rings
• Fully zipped fish retaining flap

FEATURES
• Fish-friendly surface material
• Deep walled foam padding
• Lightweight carry sleeve
• Can be used as a weigh sling

FEATURES
• Mesh drying pocket for sacks
• Twin fasteners to attach weigh sling or landing net to outer side
• 3 External pockets designed for scales, sacks and carp care kit
• Compatible with scales pouches
• Large central pocket with ample room for the Combi Mat
• Wide twin zipped opening for easy access of unhooking mat

FEATURES
• Fish-friendly surface material
• Deep walled foam padding
• Lightweight carry sleeve
• Can be used as a weigh sling

• Stalking strap supplied
• Baffled zips
• Full zipped fish retaining flap

• Stalking strap supplied
• Baffled zips
• Full zipped fish retaining flap

FEATURES
• 4 Carry handles.
• Pack down clips
• Deep 2-layer foam construction
• Hard wearing base fabric
• 4 Pegging rings
• Fully zipped fish retaining flap

FEATURES
• Streamlined pack down
• 2 Part cradle
• Minimal assembly
• Use as stand alone mat
• Hard wearing base fabric
• 4 Pegging rings
• Fully zipped fish retaining flap

DIMENSIONS
W 125cm x D 85cm x H 12cm 

DIMENSIONS
W 120cm x D 72cm x H 10cm 

DIMENSIONS
L 80cm x D 32cm x H 38cm 

DIMENSIONS
W 120cm x D 72cm x H 10cm 

DIMENSIONS
W 105cm x D 70cm x H 12cm 

DIMENSIONS
Cradle : W 112cm x D 68cm x H 27cm
Pack down : W 108cm x D 63cm x H 12cm

* Contents not included
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£54.99

£44.99

£49.99

413105

413102

413201

Constructed from quick drying, fish friendly Aquatexx® with floats to add buoyancy 
allowing fish to be retained for a short time whilst preparing your camera. Strong 
in-built support bars and durable webbed handles are designed to cope with the 
weight of a large fish with ease. Suitable for big European fish.

Constructed using fish friendly, strong and quick drying Aquatexx® material, this 
weigh sling is slightly smaller than the XL version and suitable for fish up to 40lb. 
A clever zip feature means no fiddly buckles and a secure cord with bank stick 
fittings means complete fish safety has been covered. Support bars and strong 
webbed handles allow fish to be returned safely with less handling.

DPM camo version of our best selling sling with all the same features to ensure 
the safe retaining and returning of fish.

Perfect for large carp and continental trips

Feature packed, top selling carp sling

Feature packed, top selling carp sling in DPM

XL BUOYANT WEIGH SLING

BUOYANT WEIGH SLING

CAMO BUOYANT WEIGH SLING

MATERIAL
Aquatexx®

MATERIAL
Aquatexx® 

MATERIAL
DPM Aquatexx®

FEATURES
• Buoyant design
• Strong support bars
• Reflective “night” markers
• Heavy duty webbing handles
• Aquatexx® carry sleeve

FEATURES
• Buoyant design
• Strong support bars
• Reflective “night” markers
• Heavy duty webbing handles
• Aquatexx® carry sleeve

FEATURES
• Buoyant design
• Strong support bars
• Reflective “night” markers
• Heavy duty webbing handles
• Aquatexx® carry sleeve

DIMENSIONS
L 127cm x W 62cm 

DIMENSIONS
L 106cm x W 62cm 

DIMENSIONS
L 106cm x W 62cm 

£11.99 £12.99£12.99

£11.99

£12.99

410101 410206410130

410100

410205

Designed to aid the landing of fish by keeping the 
spreader block buoyant in the water, our simple to use 
net float with draw cord fasteners will fit and float most 
modern landing nets. 

Simple to fit DPM camo version of our green net float 
with draw cord fasteners will fit and float most modern 
landing nets. 

Premium neoprene net float with Velcro strap fitting 
designed to add buoyancy to the spreader block of 
any landing net, aiding the fish landing process.

Simple fitting net float DPM version of our green net floatHigh quality neoprene buoyancy aid
NET FLOAT CAMO NET FLOATNEOPRENE NET FLOAT NEW

LANDING NET STINK SLEEVE

CAMO LANDING NET STINK SLEEVE

MATERIAL
Aquatexx®

MATERIAL
DPM Aquatexx®

MATERIAL
High quality neoprene

MATERIAL
Aquatexx®

FEATURES
• Fits most modern nets
• Simple draw cord fastening

FEATURES
• Fits most modern nets
• Simple draw cord fastening

FEATURES
• Extreme buoyancy
• Black fittings and fixtures
• Velcro retaining strap
• Fits most modern nets

FEATURES
• Quick drying design
• Draw cord closure
• Reinforced base
• Fits most modern nets

DIMENSIONS
L 20cm x D 5cm

DIMENSIONS
L 20cm x D 5cm

DIMENSIONS
L 23cm x D 5.5cm

DIMENSIONS
H 115cm x W 16cm

Designed to prevent wet nets and “rigid bar” weigh 
slings coming into contact with other items within your 
rod bag or luggage. This sleeve is suitable for nets up 
to 42” and the reliable Aquatexx® construction will 
keep any unpleasant odours and moisture away from 
your other equipment. 

LANDING NET STINK SLEEVES

£19.99

410131

Before unhooking, weighing and photographing, the process of retaining fish with minimal fuss is important. 
These retainer floats simply slide over each end of your landing net, secured by adjustable webbing straps and 
offer a short term solution whilst preparing your unhooking mat, weighing kit and camera equipment. Features 
a bankstick retaining cord and reflective markers for location at night.

Clever design for temporary fish retaining
LANDING NET RETAINER FLOATS NEW

MATERIAL
Aquatexx® 

FEATURES
• Buoyant design
• Designed for 32” to 42” landing nets
• Reflective “night” markers
• Twin carry handles
• Complete with bank stick retaining cord
• Supplied with a lightweight carry case

PACK DIMENSIONS
H 23cm x W 20cm x D 10cm  

£14.99

410132

Twin slimline floats designed to fit discreetly within mesh net tubes adding buoyancy 
and support to landing net arms. Supplied as a pair with simple cable tie fitting and can 
be positioned to suit individual landing needs.

Adds additional buoyancy to landing nets
LANDING NET ARM FLOATS NEW

MATERIAL
Aquatexx®

FEATURES
• Twin high density buoyancy floats
• Discreet slimline fitting
• Once fitted, no need to remove
• Contains floats and fitting kit
• Fits most modern landing nets

DIMENSIONS
L 50cm x W 2.5cm
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CUSTOMER INFORMATION

Terms & Conditions  
(please read before ordering)

1. All prices are correct at the time of going to press. Prices and specifications may vary over time. We will endeavour to inform customers 
of any changes. Aqua reserve the right to withdraw any product or offers at their own discretion. All specified weights & dimensions are 
approximate.

2. Refund and Exchange - You may return the goods to us within 14 days of receipt in mint condition and we will issue a refund, including 
the cost of our postage and packing. Alternatively and in accordance with the distance selling regulations, we will be happy to provide 
a refund or exchange on any item provided. Please contact us within 7 working days of your order using a durable medium e.g., post. 
We can then arrange for your refund to be processed (this may take up to 30 days). As part of your contract with us you are required to 
return any unwanted items to us within 30 days of cancellation. We can then either arrange collection (at your cost) or you may arrange 
to return the items to us. Please note that you are obliged to have taken reasonable care of the items and we reserve the right to deduct 
the cost of recovering the items should you not return them to us within 30 days of cancellation.

3. Delivery - Next day delivery on all orders (excluding Highlands, islands and overseas) placed before 2pm Monday to Thursday. Items 
weighing less than 1kg will be delivered using 1st class Royal Mail where 95% of all orders are received on the next working day. All other 
orders are sent by next day courier service where over 99% of items are delivered next day. Please note that we are in the hands of our 
trusted couriers and therefore cannot guarantee the speed of this service.

4. Payment – All credit and debit card payments are processed once your order has been prepared for despatch. Paypal payments are 
processed at the time of the order, however if the item is not in stock we will return the Paypal payment within 10 working days.

5. 3rd Party Sales. Any items not bought directly from ourselves will need to be returned to the seller of the product should any issues 
occur with your product. They will then return it to us for repair, replacement or refund. We can only discuss products with the party we 
have sold them to.

6. Full terms and conditions are available on our website www.aquaproducts.co.uk

Shipping & Handling
Due to the cost of postage & courier prices we must add a minimal 
charge to each order. The following postage costs will be added to 
your order at the time of processing:

UK Mainland Customers 
Web orders £3.00 
Telephone orders £12.00

Europe & Rest of the World 
Please ask for a quote by contacting us at info@aquaproducts.co.uk 
include a full list of items required and a full delivery address. We 
aim to respond within 3 working days, and will require confirmation 
from the customer prior to the order being processed.

Delivery Schedule 
We endeavour to deliver your order right away.  Your order will 
normally be with you in 2-10 business days. Some larger items 
may take longer during busy periods. International orders are 
generally received in under 10 working days. 

Availability
We occassionally experience delay on certain models of Aqua 
bivvies due to our stringent quality control procedures and to 
ensure the products leaving our warehouse are of the best 
possible quality. 

Products in this catalogue marked with a star symbol * do not include the contents pictured. Contents pictured are for 
illustration purposes only.

Aqua Products reserve the rights to modify or alter prices or specifications in any respect without notice. All technical data and 
specifications correct at the time of going to press. All weights and dimensions are approximate. E. & O.E. Copyright reserved. 
Aqua Products, Aquatexx, Atom and Duo are registered trademarks.

All copyright and other intellectual property rights in the design, text, photography, graphics and other material belong to 
Aqua Products, it’s holding company and subsideries.

Accepted payment methods online:
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Melford Court, Hardwick Grange, Warrington WA1 4RZ
01925 852 033 International calls +44 (0) 1925 852 033
www.aquaproducts.co.uk  /  info@aquaproducts.co.uk

A big thank you goes out to Anthony Parr (of Lifephoto), Tim Paisley, Rupert Whiteman, 
RK Leisure, Mike Willmott, James Armstrong and Myles Gibson for all of your help.


